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An extraordinary gourmet carriage ride organised by
Ardenne Trait Gourmande
Rue Du Centre
Daverdisse - 6929
Phone number (main contact): +32 495
21 53 78
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http://chariotafondue.wixsite.com/laetitia
Love off-the-beaten-path experiences? This one, in Wallonia,
is sure to seduce foodies: discover the Ardenne on board a
carriage on which a gourmet table has been set... The Chariot
à fondue de Porcheresse is the first horse-drawn restaurant in
Belgium!
The journey will take you through the back country of the
Ardenne, the countryside near Porcheresse, Graides, Gembes, Our,
the Grinchi pass, Daverdisse... all at the horses' pace. Up to 12
persons can sit at this mobile table, a lovely memory to share with
friends or family. The ride takes 2 to 3 hours.

A carriage introducing you to the Belgian terroir
You read that right: a Chariot à fondue, meaning melted cheese... But
there is space for all kind of terroir products too.
Ardenne Trait Gourmande will put together quite a gourmet brunch,
base on local delicacies: cured meat, meat fondue, chocolate fondue
and other desserts. During the meal, the driver will entertain guests
with countless anecdotes on the region and its beautiful landscape.
The Chariot à fondue is available all year.
It is accessible to persons with reduced mobility and also has a

heating system. If the temperature gets to chilly it can be covered.
Perfect throughout the seasons.

A safe way to discover the region
The roads and path chosen for this itinerary are perfectly safe as is
the table setting, built specially for the fondue kit. Neither the plates
not the glass are risk of falling during the ride.

Visitors with specific needs
#link[taxonomy_term|3037|Please click here] to see the list of
facilities and activities accessible to visitors with reduced mobility.
Wallonia has developed the Access-i program to give travellers a
clear understanding of what the infrastructures offer.
Fall under the charm of the countryside near Pocheresse
during this extraordinary experience.

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.
We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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